
i. Lying flat on the bench, raise your chest and squeeze your shoulder blades together. Plant feet firmly on the ground (shoulder-width apart).

ii. Grip the bar in the base of your palm, with your pinky on the grip marks of the (olympic) bar. Keep wrists straight (injury risk).

iii. Unrack the bar by straightening your arms (keeping a slight bend in the elbow), taking a deep inhalation and move the bar directly over your shoulders.

iv. Lower the bar to your mid chest, keeping your elbows ~75° and forearms vertically straight. Hold breath as you lower the bar.

v. Press the bar back to raised from mid-chest to above your shoulders. Breathe out or hold as you press the bar to raised.

∙ Forearms: Vertically straight to the floor (all times). 

∙ Feet: Full foot flat on the floor, directly under knees and shoulder width apart.

∙ Upper Back: Keep shoulder-blades squeezed together to increase stability when you Bench.

∙ Lower Back: Natural arch. 

∙ Grip: Inside the grip marks on the (olympic) bar with forearms vertically straight below. Hold the bar in the base of your palm and wrap your thumbs around the bar (suicide grip is not recommended without safety bars or at all).

∙ Wrists: Keep wrists straight, in line with bar and elbow. Don’t Bench with bent wrists or the chance of injury is increased.

∙ Glutes: Keep locked to the bench, raising defeats the purpose of the exercise.

∙ Head: Keep your head in line with your torso (neutral) with your eyes under the bar as you set up. Don't press head into the bench or raise. 

∙ Forearms: Vertical to the floor from all angles.

∙ Elbows: Turn ~75° out. No flaring or narrow press.

∙ Breathing: deep breath while bar is raised, hold while lowering and raising (exhale minimally). Repeat.

∙ Lowering: Lower the bar to your mid-chest. Tuck your elbows in 75° as you lower the weight.

∙ Pressing/ Raising: Don’t pause at the bottom. Press the bar back to above your shoulders. Don't lock your elbows to ensure muscles stay engaged and joints are protected.

Disclaimer
This guide has been designed to supplement DFPT personal training sessions only to aid independent and unsupervised raining sessions, and is not designed to be exhaustive or fully comprehensive. 

By using this guide you are doing so voluntarily and at your own risk. You should be in good physical condition and not suffering from any medical condition, disability or affliction prior to commencing any training plan or  new exercise 
regime without speaking to a healthcare professional or medical doctor.

Performing exercises detailed in this high-level guide, without prior experience and/ or no supervision from appropriately trained professional  will heighten the risk of serious injury.
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